My Life
By: Dan Oakes
I used to live in New Jersey, but in Maryland it is very different. The pace is different; it is kind of fast in the winter time. But in New Jersey, I like that state better because my house was better. But in Maryland, I like LCL. New Jersey has a lot of homes and a lot of shopping centers.

Fun Fridays
By: Matthew Landis
Fun Fridays are fun because we get to have 4 options to choose from. The 4 options are movie room, game room, computer room, and the unsuccessful room. Sometimes we go outside. We get snacks for levels 4, 5, 6. Levels 1 and 2 do not get fun Friday. If it is a half day then we don’t get Fun Friday.

The Day of Being a Lazy Person
By: George Habib
When you are a lazy person you can watch TV all day. You can sleep all day. You can play video games all day. You can spend your life at home being lazy instead of going anywhere, and you can make people do all your chores for you.
W.W.E. Wrestlers
By: Hector Romero
The Best:
10. John Cena
9. Rey Mysterio
8. Undertaker
7. Batista
The Worst:
10. Finally
9. Big Show
8. King Booker T
7. Mark Henry
6. Chody Rhodes
CM Punk is one of my favorites!

Shiny Pokémon
By: Evan Messenger
Shiny Pokémon are awesome. I don’t know why but they just are. It makes you really play when you catch one, maybe that’s why. If Pokémon were real it would be awesome! It would be extra fun catching different ones!

Did You Know?
By: Derek Aronow
Did you know that in the 1960’s during the Cold War, the union of the Soviet War, or present day Russia, wanted to go to Disneyland? For security reasons they were denied access. Silly Soviets, Disney is for kids! Who knows what would have happened if he would have gone! Maybe he would have ordered a Khrushchev land to be built!
INTERVIEW WITH MR. RILEY
BY: KYLE MATHIS
K: Do you like your job?
R: Yes

K: What time do you get here?
R: 9:30am

K: What do you do while eating your lunch?
R: I read a book on my phone

K: Are you popular around the school like Mr. Sheahin is?
R: No, I rarely go to mainstream classes.

K: What time do you get home?
R: 2:30 pm

Paris
By: Emilio Bello
Last year in Spring Break, I went to Paris, France. I went there by plane. First, I went on a plane from Washington to New York. Then I took a plane there to France. The elevator could fit one person so my dad took the elevator and me, mom and Manuel took the stairs. Then I went to see the Eifel Tower, the Arc d’Triumph and the Louvre. I loved Paris!

Coral Reefs in Danger
By: Jessica Orthman
The Coral Reef (CR) is full of life, like fish, dolphins, whales, and sea turtles. Some plants in the CR create oxygen. The CR provides a home for creatures, but because of us we are destroying it. We are polluting oil, greenhouse gas, and global warming. We leave trash on the beach and when the tide comes in, it brings the trash into the ocean. That’s why the coral reef is in danger.
6th Grade Science  
By: George Habib  
In science we do cool stuff like water testing, the Murray Market, and watch cool videos about science. During water testing we make chemicals. We use formulas.

Angry Birds  
By: Hector Romero  
Angry Birds is my favorite game in the App store on iPods. My brother has many Angry Bird games. My favorite birds are the yellow birds because he goes fast if you touch him. I also like the blue bird because if you touch the screen he splits himself into 3 of him. And the black bird because the black bird explodes. I wish they could make more Angry Bird games this year!

Ms. Lang Interview  
By: Michael Booker  
M: Who is your favorite author?  
L: Danielle Steele.

M: Do you have children?  
L: 3 sons, ages 26, 22 and 19.

M: They must be rebellious  
L: They are very respectful and my best friends.

M: When did you start teaching?  
L: I was a subteacher for 12 years, then I met Mrs. Schwartz and worked with her at another school. When she came here to GMS she hired me to work with her.

M: Thank you!  
L: You’re welcome!
Ice Age the Melt Down
By: Matthew Landis

Ice Age the Melt Down is a good movie because they show funny parts. My favorite characters are Mandy, Diego, and Sid.

Gaming News
By: Noah Hartman

After many years of Mario games, Nintendo has finally declared that 2013 shall be the year of Mario’s younger brother Luigi by announcing 2 new games known as “Luigi’s Mansion 2 Dark Moon” and “Mario & Luigi Dream Team.” Also for 3Ds owners, visit the Nintendo Shop, there you will find games like old 8-bit games to new 3D shop games. Lastly, check back at the shop every Thursday for new releases and game demos, such as the new game Pokémon creators decided to make called “Harmo-knight.” This is a level-to-level adventure rhythm game that involves Pokémon music levels, creative bosses, characters, kind hearted game design and amazing music.

Top 5 Movies You Should Watch
By: Hector Romero

1. Kung-Fu Panda 2; it’s awesome and has action
2. Madagascar 3; funny and looks amazing
3. Hotel Transylvania; the story is great
4. Ice Ace 4; the movie has adventure and comedy
5. Despicable Me; very hilarious
Zombies are just plain awesome. I do not wish they are real they are just awesome. If you want to catch up on your reading and learn more about zombies then I recommend two books. They are “The Zombie Combat Manual” and “The Zombie Survival Guide.” You can find these and other zombie souvenirs at ThinkGeek.Com.

Road Movie
By Emilio Bello

Normally I wasn’t a fan of Hindu cinema, but I saw it was about motion pictures I wanted to see it. It’s about a man in maybe New Delhi who didn’t want his dad’s job and someone later gives him a truck with films. He gets in it and really was a traveling cinema. Then it breaks down and he meets a mechanic. And then there’s a boy and a beautiful gypsy. This movie is on DVD now.

I Wonder if Cryptological Creatures are Real
By Hector Romero

Real or fake? Some say yes, some say no. The answer is unknown. There have been a lot of sightings of ghosts, wait a sec, did I just say ghosts? Ghosts are not cytological.

I wanted to say Sasquatch for those who don’t know what this creature is. Well guess what, it’s a bigfoot. I wonder if it’s real because there have been a bunch of sightings. Don’t pay attention to ones that are disliked by viewers. The animal can just be a weird awkward man in a monkey suit. And for those who don’t know what a chupacabra is, it’s going to be explained. A chupacabra is a very scary creature that lives in Spanish countries and suck blood out of a goat. Could kill you too. But remember the answer is still unknown.
Cooking
By: Evan Messanger

If you’re like Dominic and love cooking, then keep reading! There is a product at ThinkGeek.Com called “Star Trek Cookbook.” It’s a very interesting product that has the weirdest (but tastiest) things like liver. It is better than it sounds- a lot better!

Beach Disaster
By: Jessica Orthman
This summer, the seals and sharks come up to the beach. But this time, the seals and sharks are coming close to the beach. This is because of global warming. People are polluting which is causing a lot of warming. The pollution is killing the sea creatures.

School Store Recession
By: Derek Aronow
If you have been to Mrs. Feldman’s room you would know that she owes a lot of kids Feldman Funds- is the store going bankrupt?? I ask Mrs. Feldman, “What do you think about the school store recession?” and she said “I think kids are doing such a great job that I am running out of money to give them!”
Minecraft
By: Evan Messanger

I am a pumpkin farmer. “How?” asks my imaginary friend. Well, I have a farm in minecraft called the “All Occasion Pumpkin Patch” where I sell pumpkin seeds, lanterns, and of course pumpkin pies so I’m a pumpkin farmer!

An (2nd) Interview with Mr. Riley
By Emilio Bello

EB: How long have you taught here?
MR: I have been here since September.

EB: Where have you worked before?
MR: I worked at Cashell Elementary School in Rockville and before that at Georgetown University in DC.

EB: What is your favorite class in Bridge?
MR: I enjoy LCL (Lights, Camera, Literacy) the most because I get to see students at their most inventive and collaborative.

EB: What is your favorite movie?
MR: My favorite movie is Toy Story 2.

EB: The Toy Story movies are popular favorites. What music do you like to hear?
MR: I like rock and pop music best. Do you have a favorite kind, Emilio?

EB: Yes, yes I do. It’s rock and classical music.

MR: My favorite classical work is Bach’s Goldberg Variations.

EB: What is your favorite color?
MR: I like yellow best.

EB: Where did you grow up?
MR: I grew up in Massachusetts, near Boston, then moved to Maryland in 1987.